
The TC-SB 305 U bandsaw is a powerful, high-quality floor-mounted tool for exacting demands. It offers ambitious DIY enthusiasts numerous options

for making exact longitudinal, miter or free-hand cuts in wood, plastic and similar materials. Its high-grade 750 W motor holds plenty of  power in

reserve for materials which are hard to cut. The saw has a diversity of setting options, such as angle and parallel stop, belt run adjustment and height

adjustment of the saw blade guard. Safe stability and an optimum working height are assured by the robust support feet. A dust extractor port is

provided, as is the mandatory safety push stick.

TC-SB 305 U

Band Saw
Item No.: 4308055

Ident No.: 11015

Bar Code: 4006825608861

Features
Infinitely adjustable saw table (0° to 45°)-

Height adjustment of the blade guard without tools-

Support feet for safe stability-

Infinitely adjustable angle stop (-60° - 60°)-

Parallel stop with quick adjustment for straight cuts-

Zero voltage switch for protection in case of power failures-

Push stick for safe use-

Connection for extractor d=70 mm with adapter d=100 mm-

Belt run adjustment using the top roller-

2 bandsaw speeds can be set using belt drive-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 750 W

- Idle speed 1400 min^-1

- Throat 305 mm

- Saw band 2320  x  12.7 mm

- Number of saw teeth 4  / 25,4 mm

- Saw band speed 370  -  800 m/min

- Number of speed steps 2 settings

- Max. cutting height at 45° 75 mm

- Max. cutting height at 90° 170 mm

- Size of working table 495  x  390 mm

- Table tiltable 0  -  45 °

- Diameter of suction adapter 100 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 64.5 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 70 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 1145 x 530 x 445 mm

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 70.5 kg

- Dimensions export carton 1140 x 520 x 445 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 110 | 230 | 0
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Available as special accessories

Saw band 2320x12.7mm
4Z/25mm
Band Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4506158
Bar Code: 4006825613599
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